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Series Editors’ Preface

Culture, Identity, and Gendered Practices: The Importance of Ritual

Andrew Strathern and Pamela J. Stewart*

In keeping with its place in our Series on Ritual Studies, Linda Lentz’s remarkable study of Sundanese women’s roles in society highlights the capacities and knowledge that women are able to demonstrate within the framework of customary life-cycle rituals. These rituals define the spheres in which women are prominent organizers of community events. They define these spheres in terms of the concept of adat, customary law, running parallel with and in some ways opposed to aspects of official Islamic ideology.

Adat is a pan-Indonesian concept through which local communities can conserve their senses of cultural identity in dialogue with state-based rules, often rules that depend on notions of Islamic law. At the same time, the spheres of adat and Islam become fused together in crucial ways that mediate the contradictions that can emerge between them when adat is portrayed as traditional and Islam is presented as a modernizing movement. The mediation takes place through the seamless incorporation of practices into the processual framework of overall rituals centered on reproduction and life-cycle needs. Life-cycle rituals provide a naturalized context for the operation of adat, for a number of reasons. First, they track the temporality of human life, and second they become the vehicles of important social values that are acknowledged at the wider social levels. Thus, women who play organizing roles in these rituals come to act as supporters of customary identity, and they are recognized as the keepers of that identity.

Lentz situates her study deftly in the midst of several contextual issues. At one level, she is concerned with ways in which Sundanese culture differs from that of the more dominant ethnic category, the Javanese, with less stress on hierarchical social rank, and a kinship system based more on bilateral principles and less on patrilineal norms that would foreground male-based privileges. These bilateral principles show throughout the life-cycle rituals. They
go along with an ethos of mutual respect between husbands and wives, even though the husband is supposed to be the leader and the wife is seen as the household caretaker. Marriage also establishes an unmarried girl as an adult woman, able to bear children and take her place in the community. This transition is marked by rituals. Marriage alone, as a legal act, would not be able to convey such meanings.

Lentz situates her whole exposition in the context of debates about the social roles and statuses of women and men in South East Asian societies. By participating prominently in life-cycle rituals that draw on community co-operation, individual women, she argues, can acquire a kind of potency and can accumulate that potency in ways that give them more status than others. Like other writers, Lentz is concerned here to break down the supposed dichotomy between the political and the domestic domains of action. Women’s ‘domestic’ roles also constitute a political domain, framed by life-cycle rituals in which women may be said to exercise informal powers. (In fact, their powers here seem also to be formal, because rituals entail a considerable formality of action.)

Lentz constructs a wonderfully detailed, intimate, but highly structured account of these rituals. Following both her participant observation and her collecting of life stories from the women who lived around her in her neighborhood, she distinguishes between life histories and life stories here. She refers to the idea that life history as a term implies the introduction into the narrative of materials from outside the narrative itself in order to give more information and putative objectivity to the account. In practice, however, the predominant focus since the term life-history was first used has been on the narratives of persons themselves, and these narratives are not systematic chronological accounts but are narrative commentaries on life. Lentz’s own purpose, which she admirably achieves, is similar to that of many other writers who have obtained life stories as a means of gaining insight into the dialectics of social life, or the interplay between individual experience and agency on one hand and customary social patterns on the other. Indeed, one can often go further, as she herself does in her account, by showing how individual actions can change or modify particular ritual practices. In the Sundanese context another site of dialectics is between adat and Islam and how women manage subtly to weave these two together and accommodate their potential contradictions. It is interesting to read in Lentz’s account the extremely violent political history of conflicts that lies at the back of the ordered peacefulness of the rituals that she portrays.

Women’s prominence in local rituals was in some ways facilitated by the policies of the Indonesian New Order that began with President Soeharto. The state supported women as Ibu, “mothers,” enjoining them to embrace modernity and education for their children, realized in programs for family welfare.
With Islam there is a more complex history, since political activists call for a more rigorous adoption of *shar’iah* law, while moderates recognize a range of Islamic practices, and many people still follow *adat* customs, even though these are sometimes characterized by Islamic activists as ‘backward.’

Lentz’s study, then, speaks to a broad range of ethnographic, comparative, and theoretical themes while grounding these in her well-rounded holistic ethnography. We have ourselves contributed to life-story narratives from fieldwork in Papua New Guinea, as in the stories of Ongka and Ru (Strathern and Stewart 1999, 2000) adding a telling discussion with Ongka’s daughter Yara on her frustration about not being able to succeed to his leadership because of her gender. We have also edited a collection of essays that show peaceful dimensions of Islamic practices (often Sufi-based) and prominent roles of women in cultivating the shrines of Saints in parts of Islamic Africa (Stewart and Strathern eds. 2005). In a similar vein we have published volumes in one or other of our Series that we co-edit by scholars showing complex interactions between custom, modernity, and Islam (see Önder 2007, a study of rural life in a Black Sea part of Turkey, with our Series Editors Preface, in which we point to the ubiquity in Islam of the theme of the contradiction between Islam seen as ‘modern’ and traditions seen as ‘backward’ and we indicate how Önder explores the deeper local context in which gendered differences are prominent). Another study that explores how in Yogyakarta, in Java, people continuously try to communicate with one another in both traditional and modern terms was an early publication in our Medical Anthropology Series (Ferzacca 2001, with our Editors’ Preface). A third volume appeared in the Series we edited for Ashgate and was also based on work in Yogyakarta, showing a vast, complex mix of themes in which modernity, Islam, and tradition jostled and accommodated each other in a complex urban environment (Daniels 2009, with our Preface).

We are delighted to be publishing this nuanced and detailed ethnography of women and ritual, which adds significantly to all of the above themes in a vital way.
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Introduction

There is a long-standing perception that women in Southeast Asia, who are mostly Muslim, have relatively high social status. This book takes a close look at Sundanese women in West Java, Indonesia, to see if this perception has merit, and if so, how this plays out in Sundanese women’s lives. This study examines the lives of individual Sundanese women and the cultural framework in which their lives are lived. Utilizing data collected from participant observation and in-depth, semi-structured interviews, their status as women is investigated as well as how gender relations are constructed within the context and constraints of the local community and wider social influences such as Modernism and Islamicism. The entry point for examining their lives through this gendered lens is the lifecycle rituals. These ritual productions help women move from one life stage into the next. At these important junctures it is possible to see the competing hegemonic discourses on the role and position of women and how individual women and their families respond to various influences in the decisions they make regarding the rituals. These decisions in the ritual context reveal how women negotiate their role and position in Sundanese society more generally. In the life-story analysis, this study investigates how gender discourses have been communicated to individual women at different stages of their lives and how there is variation in individual perceptions of gender relations within a single community. This study shows that Sundanese women play an important role in maintaining and (re)creating rituals and practices, which enables them to nurture and (re)produce the traditional social order in which they have relatively high status. From this foundation women have the power to negotiate the disparate gender discourses that influence their lives.